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On the night of November 19, 1973, following surgery, thirty-one-year-old wife and mother Betty J.
Eadie died....Â This is her extraordinary story of the events that followed, her astonishing proof of
life after physical death. She saw more, perhaps than any other person has seen before and shares
her almost photographic recollections of the remarkable details.Â Compelling, inspiring, and
infinitely reassuring, her vivid account gives us a glimpse of the peace and unconditional love that
awaits us all in the afterlife. More important, Betty's journey offers a simple message that can
transform our lives today, showing us our purpose and guiding us to live the way we were meant to
live -- joyously, abundantly, and with love.In today's world of violence and uncertainty, the message
ofÂ Embraced By The LightÂ comforts troubled hearts and dissipates fear. It creates hope for the
future, meaning to life, wholeness and happiness of heart in the abundance of God's love, which
transforms every sorrow into joy.
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Embraced By the Light is one of the most beautiful books on NDE that I have ever read. Betty's
amazing journey while she had "died" is truly extraordinary. After reading this book and the 2 books

by Dannion Brinkley, I would have to say that I do not have a fear of dying! Dying is just the start of
the next stage of one's life - not something to be feared. Our spirit lives on, and just sheds the
physical body.Our society thinks of death and speaking of death as "taboo". Yet Betty shows us that
death is beautiful and loving. The love Betty experienced just overwhelms you and her love comes
through this book to you. You cannot help but cry. There are many quotes in this book that you will
definitely want to write down. This book will definitely change your life in someway and bring great
comfort for those you have recently lost a loved one. Betty's life was forever changed because of
this experience and her awareness and love of God shines through. It is amazing to me how many
of us were raised to think of an angry, vengeful and hurting God, yet this is never seen by those who
see God in the NDE. Again, Betty is her own worst judge as she reviews her life - not God or the
light beings that she meets.Melvin Morse, MD, another author/pioneer in the NDE field wrote a most
inspiring introduction to the book. He describes this book as "a journey into the meaning of this life."
He also states that this book teaches us "that our own individual lives are important and filled with
meaning." Those returning back from NDE's bring back the simple and beautiful messages - "Love
is supreme. . . Love must govern. . . We create our own surrounding by the thoughts we think . . .

I've given this book three stars because it is not badly written and it's sheer popularity probably
makes it a "must read" for those who are interested in the topic of near-death-experiences. But I do
have a few problems with the content, which I'll share as briefly as possible.First, please know that I
am not a scoffer. I believe in life-after-death and I'm open to the possibility that
near-death-experiences can occur.But Eadie's story, on all too many points, seems terribly
contrived. For example, she fails to mention that she is, or at least was, a member of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons) at the time that this book was written. I believe it is no
coincidence that the most interesting doctrines found in her book: pre-mortal existence, the
universal nature of the laws of God, eternal intelligence and more, are drawn from the teachings of
the LDS church. Yet no where in the book does she mention the remarkable resemblance between
what "the Light" told her and what the LDS church teaches. Wouldn't her readers like to know about
this connection?Eadie also mingles a liberal amount of New Age philosophy into her visions, so
much so, that her books are listed in the New Age category in most book stores, which probably
explains why Eadie seems apologetic when she appeals directly to scripture to back up her visions,
"I quote from the Bible from time to time, because, although some people dismiss it, in my opinion it
contains most of the answer we desperately seek from God.
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